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Closely Held Business Organizations: Cases, Materials, and Problems focuses on closely held business organizations, including agency, general partnerships, close corporations, limited partnerships, limited liability companies, and limited liability partnerships (LLPs). This book provides a comprehensive study of the law of closely held business organizations, with a focus on practical applications.

The book is divided into several parts, each covering a different aspect of closely held business organizations. The parts include:

1. Agency
2. General Partnerships
3. Close Corporations
4. Limited Partnerships and Limited Liability Partnerships

Each part contains cases, materials, and problems, with a focus on real-world scenarios. The problems are designed to help students apply the legal principles they have learned to practical situations.

In addition to the cases, materials, and problems, the book also includes a statutory supplement that focuses on the legal framework for closely held businesses.

The book is suitable for use in courses on business organizations, business associations, and agency, general partnerships, and limited partnerships. It is also a valuable resource for practitioners who work with closely held businesses.

Closely Held Business Organizations: Cases, Materials, and Problems is available in various formats, including hardcover, paperback, and ebook versions. It is published by Thomson/West, an imprint of Thomson Reuters.
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Closely Held Business Organizations: Cases, Materials, and Problems is a comprehensive resource for students and practitioners seeking to understand and apply the law of closely held business organizations.